
Card Operas
Set up:
Deal each player 5 cards from the small card deck and 1 character card. 
Move the slider on the character card to the middle dot. 

Gameplay:
The sliders on the character cards are moved when reputation points 
(represented by the nine dots on the side of a character card) are gained or 
lost.

Turns go player by player around the table. During a player's turn, they can 
either exchange any number of their small cards with random new ones 
from the deck, trade any of their cards or make an accusation. 

To make an accusation, a player must put forward any accusation card in 
their hand, and make a small story about how they are accusing another 
character of whatever it says on the accusation card. They can also add to 
their story by putting forward any evidence or motivation cards.

The player behind the accused character can now defend themselves with 
one of their cards and their own quick story. If they can not, the accusation 
is assumed true. Otherwise, all other players, in turn order, can add to the 
story with any number of their evidence or motivation cards.

Evidence and motivation cards used against the accused should be placed 
in one spot, while evidence and motivation cards used to defend the 
accused should be placed in another. 

If the accuser has more to tell, the whole accusation process (minus 
accusal cards) can go again and again, until no-one has anything else to 
add. 

If the stack of cards against the accused is greater than the stack 
defending the accused, the accusation is assumed true. 

If an accusation is assumed true:



Everyone who defended the accused loses a reputation point. The accused 
loses two points. 
Everyone who supported the accuser gains a reputation point. The accuser 
gains two points.

If an accusation is assumed false:
Everyone who defended the accused gains a reputation point. The accused 
gains two points. 
Everyone who supported the accuser loses a reputation point. The accuser 
loses two points.

After an "accusation case": 
Players can now refill their hand until they have five cards again. The next 
player's turn begins. 

To win:
A player wins if they are the first to have nine (top) reputation points. 


